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OpSec® presents: OpSec® 
KeyCode with OpSec® Insight 
platform for highly secure 
product authentication
With an increase in the popularity of creating product Digital Identities for authentication and 

tracking purposes, a rise in cloning and counterfeiting of these Digital Identities has naturally 

followed. OpSec Security, a long-time industry supplier of Digital Identities, has developed an 

enhanced two-factor authenticatable Digital Identity identifier: OpSec® KeyCode.  

The challenges manufacturers face in securing Digital Identities have become more 

sophisticated, requiring an advanced solution to ensure product authentication. The experts 

at OpSec, an innovator in product and supply chain authentication, address this demand by 

replacing the printed randomized authentication code with a random 3-Channel Optically 

Variable Device (OVD). Until this advance, it was cost prohibitive to represent random or 

variable data seamlessly in an OVD structure.

OpSec® KeyCode provides a virtually irreplicable solution to this most difficult brand protection 

challenge: protecting the Digital Identity. KeyCode is an ideal solution for manufacturers and 

brands that have recently adopted Digital Identity identification as well as others who are 

already engaged in Digital Identity identification and are finding it necessary to adjust their 

Brand Protection strategies to better defend their intellectual property. If your product requires 

a highly secured Digital Identity, then KeyCode by OpSec is the solution.    

How does OpSec® KeyCode provide 
the highest level of security for on-
product authentication?
Current standard Digital Identities traditionally consist of an imprinted unique number or 

number-letter sequence. OpSec’s most secure Digital Identity format consists of a sequential 

number, and random three-alpha suffix that acts as the authentication code to create a 

two-factor authentication. The KeyCode solution replaces the printed random three alpha 

authentication code with a 3-Channel Optically Variable Device (OVD). Before this innovation, 

it was not possible to represent random or variable data in an OVD structure. This unique 

innovation further protects a Brand Owners’ product by creating an image that counterfeiters 

cannot replicate and product diverters cannot remove.  

The addition of OpSec® KeyCode 

into labels with printed numbers 

alone increases the cost of 

counterfeiting by 100 times or more. 
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Standard OpSec UID Label (Secure)
The current Digital Identities generated from the Insight platform are secure and have 

traditionally consisted of an imprinted sequential number and supplemental Authentication 

Code. As with most all imprinted codes they can be removed.

OpSec® KeyCode Label with 3-alpha holographic 
code
KeyCode permanently integrates the Authentication Code into the OVD making it impossible to 

alter or remove it. The Authentication Code of the Digital Identity marking is now represented 

by a diffractive 2D code as well as a 3-channel optical representation of code sequence – when 

rotated the eye will see the three different letters which were previously a part of the printed 

Human Readable Digital Identity Marking.
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OpSec® KeyCode is the single most 

secure on-product unique identifier 

available in the marketplace today. 

OpSec® KeyCode permanently integrates the 
Authentication Code into the OVD, making it too 
expensive to replicate and altogether impossible to 
alter or remove.
Your industry has come to trust the suite of OpSec on-product authentication solutions paired 

with our secure cloud-based OpSec® Insight platform, which deliver provenance, material 

makeup, manufacturing data, sustainability, safety, security, location, and availability. You have 

always been able to easily authenticate your product at any step of the way by using our easy 

OpSec® Insight Mobile App. That easy-to-use functionality still exists with the addition of the 

KeyCode feature, where the Mobile App reads the unique ID number sequence and allows for 

the user to manually input the 3-digit holographic authentication code (in any order). 

OpSec® KeyCode is an ideal solution for the most challenging applications, providing the 

highest level of security for product and supply chain authentication. Contact the experts at 

OpSec Security to request a sample or a consultation to discuss a customized solution to fit 

your specific challenges. 

OpSec is the only provider of 

this added layer of security that 

also integrates into an existing 

OVD structure as a standalone 

technology. To achieve this level of 

protection with any other supplier, 

two separate labels would be 

necessary.  
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Item Specification

BASE LABEL STOCK

2mil / 50micron Holographic Polyester with voiding layer and permanent pressure-sensitive 

adhesive. Available on either a 1.2mil / 38micron clear polyester carrier or 2.5mil / 63micron 

paper carrier.

Available sizes include, but are not limited to: 

0.813” x 1.30” / 20mm x 33mm

0.675” x 1.00” / 17mm x 25.4mm

0.590” x 0.98” / 15mm x 25mm 

STORAGE

As with all pressure-sensitive label materials, labels with KeyCode should be stored at 50% 

relative humidity and 70° Fahrenheit / 21° Celsius.

SERIALIZATION

KeyCode can be added to any Digital Identity sequence form the InSight platform. Currently 

KeyCode consists only of three alpha characters in a 3-Channel OVD structure.

PRODUCT TESTING CERTIFICATIONS

As with all OpSec’s pressure-sensitive materials, labels with KeyCode comply with all ROHS 

and restricted heavy metal requirements.

TECHNOLOGY PATENTS

US PATENT 9,666,008, issued May 30, 2017

CONTACT THE BRAND PROTECTION EXPERTS

OpSec® KeyCode provides the most sophisticated and affordable protection against 

counterfeiters and product divertors. Contact the experts at OpSec Security to request a 

sample or a consultation to discuss a customized solution to fit your specific challenges. 
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About OpSec

OpSec Security is the global market leader in securing and protecting brands. 

After decades of leadership in brand protection technology, OpSec grew to become the leading provider of fully 

integrated brand and document security, providing companies and governments with myriad solutions to help our 

customers ensure brand quality, reputation, and integrity.

OpSec is a leading innovator in online brand and digital content protection, offering our clients end-to-end 

safeguards against counterfeiting, piracy, and unauthorized usage. We continue to innovate, finding increasingly 

advanced ways to meet an ever-growing range of threats. Even as the counterfeiters, pirates, and other bad actors 

employ more sophisticated ways to damage your brand, we never stop getting better at protecting it. 

For more information, visit www.opsecsecurity.com 
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